NEW FARMERS

OCT. 16 – DEC. 9. 2015
AN OBSERVATION OF TODAY’S INDEPENDENT KANSAS FARMER

THE COMMONS
THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
THE COMMONS, SPEOCKET HALL, THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
1340 JAYHAWK BLVD, LAWRENCE, KANSAS
WWW.THECOMMONS.KU.EDU

OPENING EVENT: FRIDAY, OCT. 16, 7-9 PM.
GALLERY WILL BE OPEN TUESDAYS–WEDNESDAYS–THURSDAYS FROM 3-5 PM PROJECTS ON THANKSGIVING.
“Well . . . people can get a high, should I dare use that term, from different things and different people seek it in different ways. And I really think that’s what keeps most farmers farming . . .

**IT IS A BIG CHARGE TO GO OUT AND TURN THE SOIL IN THE SPRING** . . . and you wait, and then all of a sudden you see a whole row of these little beans or little corn and spears sticking up. And there’s just a charge, a high, or whatever you want to call it that’s just unmatched, I do believe. I think that’s what keeps most farmers every year.”
I CALL MYSELF A BACKYARD GARDENER GOING INSANE.

NEW FARMERS
AN OBSERVATION OF TODAY'S INDEPENDENT KANSAS FARMERS
WWW.NEWFARMERSPROJECT.COM

I DON'T WANT TO LIVE IN A FARM ON A TINY GARDEN BUT I THINK THERE'S A LOT OF TRUTH IN THE IDEA OF USING THE LAND TO JUST MAKE OR HELP PEOPLE HUNGER.
Thanks to the farmers and the Commons Starter Grant, and the Hall Center Collaborative Grant at the University of Kansas.

paul.stock@ku.edu
hossler@ku.edu